5G Create

Our Partners

Co-creative direction and lead on app
DCMS liaison

5G Network and tech support

Co-creative direction
UK audience engagement
International monetisation

Co-creative direction

Scientific validation
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The importance of protecting the planet has never been greater
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Disruption of the world-class £112bn UK creative industries is coming

£112bn (DCMS) Creative Industries sector set to be
disrupted by technological change, creating threats and
opportunities
5G needs high profile use cases to encourage consumer
uptake and generate ROI on operator 5G licence
payments/stimulate demand for future network licence
bids
Young audiences consuming content in new ways often
via mobiles (Ofcom) and this is a great way for the BBC
to engage with them and use interactive media to affect
environmental change
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“This is a wonderful opportunity to explore a neglected yet truly remarkable
part of the natural world.
The innovative approach of the Natural History Unit and ground-breaking
technology will reveal new and surprising wonders.”
Sir David Attenborough

Our mission for the App

To get audiences of all ages and backgrounds active and engaged with the
natural world in a way they have never experienced before.
At one level there will be pure enjoyment about being immersed in a digitally
powered Planet Earth for plants.
At a deeper level users will unlock a more profound connection and understanding
of a secret green world that only a unique combination of 5G, AR, British science
and Sir David can deliver.
This innovative blend of education, entertainment and play will inspire audiences
to protect our planet.
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Our Approach
Test and advance new 5G use cases by creating a
ground-breaking Green Planet augmented reality (AR) app
for mobile devices that relies on 5G advances in capacity,
latency & speed to deliver immersive content to people on
the move.

Join Sir David and play your part in “greening
the planet” by using the magic of AR to nurture rare and
exotic plants, watch them take over urban areas in
seconds while exploring their behaviours and the animals
that live among them.
We will stream high resolution holographic video of a
lifelike David, and incredibly detailed botanical imagery
and creatures to each location, to create a unique
experience only possible because of 5G.
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Outcome 1: 5G tech enables greater understanding of green world

Outcome

Indicator of Success

Measurement

Beneficiaries

Improve engagement with
and understanding of the
green world, as well as
getting people outside and
active, via new type of
entertainment and learning
app made possible by 5G.

Engage public with
challenges around climate
change and sustainability
leading to increased desire
among the public to do their
bit to safeguard the green
world. Gamified approach
enables ‘learning by stealth’

Qualitative audience
research on: attitudes
towards and understanding
of the environment before
and after use; study of
learning impacts and likely
behavioural change including
attitudes towards
sustainability and whether
they are active and outside
more often

Aligns with UK Government
strategy to have zero net
carbon emissions by 2050
and Dept for Business UK R&D
roadmap priorities.
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Outcome 2: Take 5G out of the lab and “into the wild”

Outcome

Indicator of Success

Measurement

Beneficiaries

Demo advanced 5G features
(SA, MEC) moving them from
drawing board to reality and
showcasing how a distributed
IT architecture that moves
data center resources toward
the network periphery works
in practice.

Demonstrate that MEC & SA
can deliver very high quality,
bandwidth heavy, low latency
AR entertainment and
learning experiences in
localised areas, and gain
insights on how to scale up
for future national coverage.

Use congested trial locations
to test how a product
delivered via 5G MEC & SA
compares to a product
delivered locally on device in
terms of performance,
delivery cost, and total
addressable market (TAM).

Creates a valuable use case
to understand the
practicalities of delivering
advanced immersive
experiences that will be
shared with industry.
Diversifies network supply
chain and avoids HRVs.
Framework created is
transferable to other genres
from sports to entertainment.
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Thank you

